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MEET OUR NEW SYS
ADMIN, TOMA!

Surprise! If you've been living under a rock and
missed the memo about our fantastic new System
Administrator, fear not! While you might have
overlooked your emails, the CSMC took the liberty
of setting aside some quality time this past
Wednesday to get better acquainted with the one
and only Toma Morris! (CONTINUE TO NEXT PAGE)

WELCOME YOUR NEW CSMC
MEMBERS, PABLO AND SHARON!

POLL: 
WHICH PATH TO SANDERS

IS SHORTER?
POV: You are exiting from

Retreat on your way to good
ol’ SP and are met at the

crossroads... personal
preference aside, 

which path is shorter?
Left path by Sanders

Classroom or right path by
New England?

SCAN BELOW TO VOTE
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THE TOMA INTERVIEW
CONTINUED...

BREAKING: COLORSTACK
COMING TO VASSAR!

ColorStack is a national organization
for Black/Latinx/Indigenous

Computer Science students, and this
semester Vassar will become one of
over 30 campus chapters across the
nation, acting as a branch of VC++! 

First GB is this Tueday at 5 at
Chicago LL 102
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    Toma's academic journey is a colorful canvas, majoring in history
in Portland, Oregon, to diving into the field of Electrical Engineering
at UT Austin. 
   Before making their way to Vassar, Toma had already found
themselves as a part of the community, as they’ve lived in the
Poughkeepsie area for the last 3 years. Beyond the realm of servers
and cables, Toma's passions are as diverse as their tech skills.
   Picture this: an expert weaver, an audiobook connoisseur of the
sci-fi realm and a maestro of calligraphy and photography. It's not
your typical Sys Admin profile, and that's precisely what makes Toma
the dynamic force they are.
   Now, Toma has some awesome industry experience working as the
Director of Trust and Safety Engineering at ……Hinge (HOW COOL!).
They're a digital guardian, they led the team who worked tirelessly
preventing fraud, harassment, and violence. 
   So now we ask: What's their favorite part about Vassar so far? It's
the people. From updating websites to mentoring computer science
students, Toma's door is always open, beckoning with warmth and
expertise. 
   In the ever-evolving landscape of technology, Toma is not just a
System Administrator; they're a guide ensuring Vassar remains a
digital haven.
   So, if you've missed the Toma Morris extravaganza, consider
yourself officially in the loop. The CSMC had the pleasure of
shedding light on our tech extraordinaire, and now you're in on the
secret too! 
WELCOME TO THE TOMA MORRIS ERA AT VASSAR. 
IT'S BOUND TO BE EPIC!

SELFIES WITH 
PETE IS BACK!!

The campus renowned selfie contest is back,
and all can participate - the next time you
run into Prof. Pete, just ask for a selfie and

submit it in the link or email below!
Winners will be chosen based on creativity

(bonus points for costumes).
tiny.cc/peteselfies or

pcrisostomosuarez@vassar.edu

CSMC

http://tiny.cc/peteselfies
mailto:pcrisostomosuarez@vassar.edu

